T

he 7-foot 2-inch Hailun HG-218 Semi-Concert Grand attracts the attention of performers
and listeners alike. Engineer Stephan Paulello designed its powerful yet delicate tonal

range. Extremely responsive to the touch, the HG-218 is ideal for any level of performance.. Its
lines are elegant by design. The HG-218
beautifies any home surroundings while
its sturdy construction makes it the
ideal institutional, stage or studio
grand piano. Hailun grand
pianos come in ebony polish with Birdseye
maple trim.

Clear and Powerful Semi-ConcertGrand designed by
Stephan Paulello

•Premium Action Keys
Hailun HG-218 keys are made of solid
spruce and are individually weighted.
The keytops are covered with high grade
Japanese PMMA and yield the greatest
control to the touch. The keys are supported by a solid spruce key frame with
maple key pin inserts.
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HG-218 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Plate .........Wet Sand Cast—”Paulello” Original Design
Hammer Felt............................................German “Abel”
Strings .......................................................German Roslau
Soundboard ....................Tapered German Solid Spruce
Pin Block ......................Multi-Laminate “Delignit” type
Ribs............................................................13—Dovetailed
Inner & Outer Rim ............Alternating maple / walnut
Lid...................................................Beveled & Reinforced
Action .................Hailun “Performance Plus” Design™
Action Parts ....................................European Hornbeam

Hailun USA
P. O. Box 1130
Richland, WA 99352

Wippen Rail ....Extruded Aluminium with Maple Core
Hammer Rail.................................Hard Maple, Serrated
Keyframe....Multi-laminate Basswood& Maple Inserts
Keys ................................................................Solid Spruce
Keytops.............................High Grade Japanese PMMA
Pedals.............................................Brass—Full Sostenuto
Bridges........................................................Hand-notched
Tuning Pins .................................“Precision-cut Thread”
Width ..............................................................................58”
Length ..........................................................................7’ 2”

877•946•8078
www.hailun-pianos.com
Merchant Inquiries Welcome

